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www.climax21.com

Canalecorp presentation
Climax lubricants- 50 ml
Climax Lubricants - 100 ml
Climax lubricants - 500 ml
Massage Oils - 200 ml
Choke rings
Vibrating rings
Gala & Elegance vibrators
Infinity vibrator
Debelle vibrator
Reality vibrator
Pro X5 Suction
Chinese balls
Vibrating bullets
Masturbating Eggs
Rabbit Ring
Masturbator with sound
Aerospace / Suction
Penis Extender
Wings vibrator
Masturbators: Mouth - Vagina

NV Replica
Perfume 25
Colonia G
Pura Candela / DIva
Condoms 6 Units
Condoms 12 Units
Condoms 1 and 3 Ud
Condoms 144
NV Penis Sleeves
NV Soaps

Índex



 Erotic products distributor

Our goal is to offer an assortment of quality products at a good price:

-We have erotic toys, cosmetics, perfumes, retardants, condoms, and many other
products of excellent quality

We distribute the following brands:

Climax 21: Una marca con una
sensualidad que desborda ofrece productos de 
cosmética  erótica y juguetería para adultos.

Uos productos de calidad a un precio 
inmejorable.

Nacho Vidal: Trust the king of porn
and find his official products here.

Take advantage of the originality and 
exclusivity of products tested by professionals.
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Lubricants 50 ml

Neuter
10011-C

Red Orange
10013-C

Strawberry 
& 

Cava
10012 -C  

Cinnamon 
& 

Vanilla 
10014C 

Water based lubricant
Kissable.

Water based.
Physiological PH.

Contains organic ingredients.
It is easily cleaned with water.

Not stain.
Suitable for vegans.

Made in Spain.

How to use:

Dermatologically and 
gynecologically tested

  Suitable for vegans
- From organic farming.

Apply a small amount to the desired area as 
many times as necessary.

Close the cap tightly after use.

Keep the product in a cool and dry place 
away from sunlight.



Dermatologically and 
gynecologically tested

- Suitable for vegans
- From organic farming.
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Kissable.
Water based.

Physiological PH.
Contains organic ingredients.
It is easily cleaned with water.

Not stain.
Suitable for vegans.

Made in Spain.

Cinnamon & Vanilla Strawberry & Cava Red Orange    Neuter

 10034-C  10032-C  10033-C  10031-C

Lubricants 100 ml

Apply a small amount to the desired 
area as many times as necessary.

Close the cap tightly after use.

Keep the product in a cool and dry 
place away from sunlight.

Water based Lubricant How to use:



10031 - C
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Water based lubricant
Kissable.

Water based.
Physiological PH.

Contains organic ingredients.
It is easily cleaned with water.

Not stain.
Suitable for vegans.

Made in Spain.

Lubricant Neuter 500 ml



 -Suitable for vegans
- From organic farming.

60002C 60003C 60004C 60001C

No Tested on animalsMassage Oil
- With pheromone enhancer.
- Own formulation.
- Not suitable for the intimate area.

Simply apply to the desired body area and 
massage.
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Canela 
 Seca

 Geranio y 
 Camelia

 Jazmín Naranja 
Vainilla

Dermatologically and 
gynecologically tested

Massage Oil 200ml
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 comfortable silicone ring.
One size, 4.5 cm diameter

- The Stronger ring is placed at the
base of the penis and fits perfectly.
-Helps you have better erections
during sex.
-If you use it after jelquing it helps
you gain thickness.
- It is also recommended to trim or
shave the pubic hair so that the
hair does not get tangled in the
ring and
facilitate withdrawal.

Choke Rings

  FORTE   EROS   STRONGER
 30111 C  30121  C  30122 C

You can use all three at the 
same time, two or one, 
depending on your tastes or 
needs.

Very elastic and adaptable.

Ideal to keep your erections 
stronger.

Recommended in case of 
premature ejaculation.

Placed at the base of 
the penis it increases 
erection and pleasure.

-Extra elastic TPE material.

-Phthalate free.

-RoHS Compliant 2011/65 / EU.

HOW DOES IT WORK

The function of the choke rings is to keep the blood in the penis providing a stronger and longer lasting erection.

Its usual use is placed at the base of the penis, although you can also place it just behind the glans and it will enhance your 
sensations.



Placed at the base of the 
penis, it increases the 
erection, and with the 
bullet in the front part it 
extends the intercourse in 
the couple.

Characteristics:

- Material: TPR + ABS extra 
elastic.
- Maximum duration 80 minutes.
- Works with a button battery.
- 1 vibration mode.

This cock ring incorporates a 
small appendix that stimulates 
the perianal area during 
penetration, transmitting the 
rhythmic movements of the 
accessory while it is in 
operation, providing more 
intense orgasms.

Characteristics:

- Material: TPR + ABS extra elastic.
- Measure / size: 3 * 7 * 2
- Works with: 2 LR1130 button 
batteries.
- Maximum duration 80 minutes.
- 1 vibration mode.

Placed at the base of the 
penis, it increases the 
erection, and with the 
bullet in the front part it 
extends the intercourse in 
the couple.

Characteristics:

- Material: Elastic silicone.
- Measure / size: 4 * 6.7 * 2.7
- Works with: 1 Pilia lithium.
- Maximum duration 80 minutes.
- 1 vibration mode.

Vibrating rings

  DOLMEN         SENSATION        ELEGANCE
                    30113C                                                        30120C                                                               30119C
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Made with latest generation materials, comfortable touch.
Its spectacular appearance will bring you super sexual experiences that 
translates into an unbeatable sensation, and you will not want to stop 
using it.

Material: Medical Silicone
Ergonomic design.
Measurements: 21.5 x 3.5.
Silent vibration
6 speed motor
Includes charger.

Available colors

Ref: 30030

Vibrators

Made with latest generation materials, comfortable 
touch.
Its spectacular appearance will bring you super 
sexual experiences that translates into an 
unbeatable sensation, and you will not want to stop 
using it.

Material: Medical silicone.
Ergonomic design.
Measurements: Length 24.7 cms. Diameter 4.2 cms
Silent vibration.
USB rechargeable.
20 vibration modes.
Two independent motors for head and handle. Both 
can be used at the same time.
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Elegance

Gala

Referencia: 
      30017



Characteristics:

Realistic.
With metallic reflections.
Available in 4 colors.
ABS + TPE material. .

Size:

Total length: 17.5 cms.
Diameter: 3.8 cms.
Insertable: 15 cms.

Adjustable vibration by its 
lower wheel..

It works with
2 AA batteries.

Realistic design.

30075 300783007630077

9

Infinity Vibrator
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Vibrator Debelle

Debelle C Debelle Debelle G

30021C 30010C 30008C

Water resistant

Debelle is designed for double stimulation.
Its ergonomic design will allow you to enjoy your most erogenous zones.

Characteristics:
- Made with medical silicone.
- Its velvety touch makes it very pleasant to use.
- 10 vibration modes.
- Works with two AAA batteries
- IPX7 water protection level
- Total length: 20.3 cms.



Made with latest generation materials, 
comfortable touch.
Its spectacular appearance will bring you 
super sexual experiences that translates 
into an unbeatable sensation, and you will 
not want to stop using it..

Characteristics:
Materia: Abs + tpe . Jelly touch.

Total length: 23 cms. Insertable: 21 cms.

Diameter: 3.5 -4 cms.

11

30081 30082 30080

Realistic design.
Adjustable vibration 
by its lower wheel.

It works with
2 AA batteries.

Vibrador Realístico



Sucker Pro X5

With its elegant, functional and very ergonomic design, it will 
provide you with as intense a pleasure as you want.

Available colors:

Reference 30032 -05
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Characteristics:

- Approximate weight: 182 grs.
- Length: 160 mm.
- Front width: 45 mm.
- Side width: 72 mm.

Charging time: 2 hours.

Water resistant but not submersible.

Optimized silicone head and handle..

12 vibration modes / 12 suction modes

- Optimized medical grade silicone head.
- Rechargeable lithium battery. Includes USB charger.
- Does not contain latex.
- Free of phthalates.
- Very flexible and soft to the touch..
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The Chinese or Geisha Balls are generally formed by two balls joined by a cord, inside which 
there is another smaller ball that collides with the walls of the one that contains it when, 
when wearing them, the woman makes any movement.

The vibration produced by the shock of this ball against the walls of the vagina causes an 
involuntary and continuous contraction of the muscles that surround it, increasing blood 
circulation, lubrication and muscle tone.

30003C

30001C

30002C

Material: High quality medical silicone.
Sizes: Outside diameter: 3.3 cm / Length: 8 cms..

Ben Wa Balls



Made with latest generation materials, comfortable touch. 
Its spectacular appearance will bring you super sexual 
experiences that translates into an unbeatable sensation, 
and you will not want to stop using it.

- 1 Vibration mode.
- Works with 3 LR44 batteries included.
- Measurements: 1.75 x 6 cms.

30100C

30101C

Vibrating Bullet Rocket - USB  30105

Mini Vibrating Bullet 
Rocket - USB

A vibrating bullet with a beautiful design and features that make 
it a very robust and durable product, made of high quality 
silicone.

- 9 vibration modes.
- Submersible: IPX7
- Rechargeable with USB
- Measurements: 94 x 20 mm
- Battery: 3.7V / 200mAh
- Duration: 1 hour
- Charging time: 1.5h
- Sound: <45 dbm

Specially designed for internal stimulation. You can play with it in a 
multitude of ways if you want to give it control. 
For example, being at home and letting him choose when your 
pleasure begins and ends.

- 9 vibration modes.
- Rechargeable with USB
- Measurements: 6.7 x 1.2 cm
- Input voltage: 5 V, input current 200 mA.

Vibrating Bullet - Remote Control 30036

14

Vibrating bullets
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Masturbating Eggs

Characteristics:

- Flexible and hypoallergenic Elastomer material.
- Disposable product.
- Includes lubricant sachet.

How to use:
- Remove the egg from the shell, apply lubricant to the 
edge and put it on the glans.
- Massage, taking care not to reach the base because it 
could break (focus on the glans).
- e egg is disposable, although you can use it several 
times if it is cared for correctly.
- Try to wash it well and let it dry completely.
-Once it is dry, you can cover it with hypoallergenic talc 
(this absorbs all the moisture) and then store it in its shell.

Reference 30063 Reference 30062



Reference 30116
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Dare the rabbit and enjoy a greater orgasm with the Rabbit vibrating ring.
 
Placed at the base of the penis, it increases the erection, and with the 
bullet in the front part it extends the intercourse in the couple.

- Material: Silicone / ABS.
- Measurements: 12.2 x 4.4 x 5.2 cm.
- Powerful vibrator.
- 7 vibration modes.
- Extra silent.
- USB rechargeable.

Characteristics:

Remote control

Rechargable

Rabbit Vbrator Ring



Male Masturbator with Sound

With super realistic interior, with vibration and sound to make your 
most intimate moments more pleasant.

-10 vibration modes.
-TPR + ABS material.
-Rechargeable.
-Highly realistic vagina.

Audio

Reference 30060

17



Male masturbator Aerospace

Automatic penis developer

Reference 30059

Reference 30066
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Erection or suction pumps are the most comfortable 
way to enlarge the penis.

e function of the pump is to create a vacuum and 
bring blood to the penis, which will cause an 
erection.

Good option in case of erectile dysfunction.

- Place the plastic tube over the penis.
- Start the pump by pressing its power button.
- Press it gradually until you get the desired suction / erection.
  -en slide the choke ring around the base of the penis.
- Remove the pump and leave the ring at the base of your penis.

Characteristics:
- Material: extra soft TPE.
- Measurements: 15 x 6 cms.
- Contains 1 sachet of lubricant.
- Use with water-based lubricant.
- Washable with warm water.
- Made of non-toxic materials.



Extender
Enlarge and thicken the penis.

Corrects curvature (Peyronie's 
disease).

Improves erections and 
penetration.

Only scientifically proven 
method.

Greater visual excitement, more 
intense orgasms in your partner.

High quality equipment made 
of surgical steel and sterile 
plastic.

ProExtender is a medical device that is attached 
directly to the penis.

e product adapts to the erect length of the 
penis and then continuously enlarges.

is gradually pushes the erectile tissue 
forward, leading to an enlarged penis.
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Reference 30035

Vibrating massager with wings

Characterístics:
Material: ABS / Silicone

Dimensions: 50 * 60 * 126mm
Net Weight: 90g

Nominal voltage: 3.7V
Nominal current 500mA

Charge USB charge
Endurance time: 60 minutes

Maximum noise: 65 db

Executive standard: Q / QRSY01-20166

is product is a female sex toy that can be worn discreetly under 
your underwear.

Its ergonomic design adapts perfectly to the female form and 
achieves a masturbating effect.

It is made with medical grade silicone to satisfy your pleasure 
while protecting your health, health and safety.

20
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Its exterior and interior shape in 
3D are the replica of a mouth, 
super realistic.

Characteristics:

Measurements: 13 x 6.5 x 7 cms.
Weight: 200 grs.
Material: TPR + ABS
Phthalate free

Its exterior and interior shape in 
3D are a replica of a vagina, 
super realistic.

Characteristics:

Measurements: 13 x 6.5 x 7 cms.
Weight: 200 grs.
Material: TPR + ABS
Phthalate free

Ref: 30058

Ref: 30057

Realistic Male Masturbators

Mouth

Vagina



Nacho Vidal Réplica
Here is the exact replica of the penis of the porn 
star Nacho Vidal.

It is made in life size, with great detail in 25 
centimeters with a very realistic and pleasant 
touch.

It respects the natural shape of Nacho Vidal's 
member to guarantee maximum pleasure.

The replica is suitable for anal and vaginal use 
and is equipped with a powerful suction cup to 
ensure optimal hold.

Size:
- Useful length: 24 cm.
- Total Length: 25 cm.
- Diameter: 6cm
- Weight: 470 grs.

Materials: TPR.

Available Colors:

                                   Replica NV                Réplica NV (Articulated)

Flesh:               Ref 30006                           Ref 30026
Black:              Ref 30052                           Ref 30029
Purple:            Ref 30051                            Ref 30028
Rose:               Ref 30050                           Ref 30027

21
"A piece of me inside of you"



Reference 50007Reference 50008

Perfumes

With a daring presentation, an exact representation of Nacho Vidal's 25 
centimeters, we present the Twenty Five perfume, with pheromone 
enhancer.

       Presentation:
- 200 ml bottle.
- Cut glass container with 
great detail.

-Output olfactory description:
aromatic fruity fresh citrus wild
-Body: woody fougere
-Background: musky sweet balsamic amber 
tonka.

-Output olfactory 
description:
Fresh fruity spicy
-Body: Aqueous woody
-Background: Amber moss

23

Twenty Five

Blue      Gold



Reference 50006
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The actor Nacho Vidal bets with this masculine fragrance for 
attraction, seduction and sensuality in the purest gentleman style. 
He helps boost natural pheromones, stimulates androstadienone 
(male pheromone) and makes it a magnet for the female sex.

Natural raw materials, Nacho Vidal's favorite. The synergistic 
combination of Forskolin from Makandi and theaflavins from Black 
Tea increases the power of physical attraction of man.

Aromas  Aroma with a woody fragrance opening, with a top note of citrus (blood orange, 
grapefruit, tangerine), followed by a fruity heart with hot pepper and spices. e base 
notes of cedar wood, amber and musk. Absolutely energetic, exuberant and daring.

Presentation in a 100 ml bottle.

Cut glass container with great detail.

Stimulates the synthesis of 
androstadienone, a male pheromone.

Perfumes
G - Feromona



Reference 50001

Reference 50002
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Pura Candela

Diva

"Delicate musky and floral feminine 
fragrance. With a so scent of roses and talc.

It combines its floral notes of Turkish rose 
and damask rose with the classic scent of talc.

"ere is no better tool to seduce than the one 
that comes through smell"” 
- Nacho Vidal.

Destined to become a mythical, 
irresistible, feminine and sexy 
fragrance.
Luxurious fragrance with a slight 
hint of white musk and a citrus 
background that culminates in the 
freshness of white flowers.

With feromone enchancer.

With feromone enchancer.
100 ml pink glass bottle.

100 ml Glass bottle



This product complies with the European Directive 93/42 / CEE, 
relative to medical devices (class iib)

Electronically tested according to ISO 4074/2002.
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6 units - Box

Características:

Minimum length:> 185mm.
Nominal width: 53mm +/- 2mm.
Thickness: 0.0068mm +/- 0.010mm.
Transparent color.

Packaged in individual foil.

Natural latex condoms, transparent 
and with deposit.

Lubricated with medical grade silicone.

Trust the king of porn and live sex safely with exclusive condoms from
 - Nacho Vidal.

Reference 20031
Reference 20034

Condoms



This product complies with the European Directive 93/42 / CEE, 
relative to medical devices (class iib)

Electronically tested according to ISO 4074/2002..
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12 units - Box
Characteristics:

Minimum length:> 185mm.
Nominal width: 53mm +/- 2mm.
Thickness: 0.0068mm +/- 0.010mm.
Transparent color.

Packaged in individual foil.

Natural latex condoms, transparent and with 
deposit.

Lubricated with medical grade silicone.

Trust the king of porn and live sex safely with exclusive condoms from
 - Nacho Vidal.

Reference 20002

Reference 20001

Condoms



    Natural        Multifruit

            Multifruit            Natural 

Characterístics:

Minimum length:> 185mm.
Nominal width: 53mm +/- 2mm.
Thickness: 0.0068mm +/- 0.010mm.
Transparent color.

Packaged in individual foil.

Product with CE Mark: This product complies with the European Directive 93/42 / 
CEE, relative to medical devices (class iib).

Electronically tested according to ISO 4074/2002.
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Materials: 
Natural rubber latex.

Lubricant:
Silicon oil.

Reference 20053

Reference 20041 Reference 20043

Reference 20051

Condoms

3 Units

1 Unit

Made of natural latex, lubricated with medical grade silicone.



Reference 20041

Product with CE Mark: This product complies with the European 
Directive 93/42 / CEE, relative to medical devices (class iib).

Electronically tested according to ISO 4074/2002.

29

Condoms Pack 144



Reference 30019 Reference 30018

TRANSPARENT PENIS COVER WITH VIBRATION.

With external stimulus points to enjoy a greater experience,
both as a couple and alone. Very comfortable and adaptable.

Characteristics:

- Material: TPR / ABS-
- Measurements: 15 x 3.5 x 4.5-
- Weight approx. 33 gr.
- 1 Speed.
- Works with 1 replaceable button battery.
- Approximate battery life 40 minutes.

30

Vibrating penis sleeve



Reference 70001

Reference 70002
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For Orientals, cinnamon communicates strength and 
energy and is useful in the event of decreased sexual 
vigor and frigidity, both in the form of a spice and in 
the form of Essential Oil for stimulating massages and 
baths.

Protects the skin from external aggressions by restoring 
the lipid layer. It has protective properties for nails and 
hair and stimulates blood circulation.

It tones and stimulates the central nervous system, the 
circulatory system, the glandular system and relieves 
fatigue in the legs.

Perfect complement to the “EXOTIK” dry cinnamon 
Massage Oil.

Made with natural products, Cinnamon soap leaves the 
skin toned and with a pleasant sensation of freshness.r.

Presentation 140 grs Tablet.

Handmade jasmine soap, with stimulating properties, 
libido enhancer, attractive, with a sensual and seductive 
aroma.

Favors and enhances natural pheromones due to its 
composition.

Made with natural products, due to its antiseptic and 
healing properties, it is indicated for skin conditions, 
being very beneficial in dermatitis and easily irritable 
skin.

It is the perfect complement to the massage oil "JASMÍN"

Soap

Sensual

Exotik




